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1. Brief introduction of the candidate.
Tihomira Yordanova Radevahas obtained a bachelor's degree and a master's

degree from the Agricultural University of Plovdiv. She has professional experience in

food marketing gained from her work experience. He is currently an assistant professor
at the University. She has participated in projects aimed at improving the
competitiveness of farmers by developing marketing strategies.

2. Relevance of the problem.
The topic of the dissertation is relevant, as the production of vegetables in Bulgaria

is developing in a dynamic market environment and its impact on farmers creates
difficulties in the functioning of agricultural holdings. Bulgarian vegetable producers need
to build a strong market image of their products, which will give them an advantage over
competitive imports. ln this context, marketing as a management concept can have a
positive impact on the development of production and sale of Bulgarian vegetables and
to preserve Bulgarian vegetable production. !n this regard, special attention should be
paid to the specific features of this production and the possibilities for effective
management of market interaction should be explored.

In addition, the relevance of the chosen topic is woven into the overall development
and is the connecting link of its individual parts.

3. Purpose, tasks, hypotheses and research methods.



The purpose of the dissertation is clearly formulated and refers to the establishment
of the impact of joint marketing activities in the management of production and sale ofvegetables' To achieve the goal, 7 tasks are defined, which are togicalry connected and
allow the work to have a finished look.

The doctoral student has formulated a working hypothesis that the implementation
of joint marketing activities in modern market conditions and increasing competition is aprerequisite for the development of agricuttural hotdings engaged in the production andsale of vegetables. This is achieved by adopting a ma*eting approach in the
management of production and sale of vegetables and seeking opportunities to improve
the financial results of economic activity.

Appropriate methods of analysis were used in the study, which are: systematic
analysis, situational analysis, comparative analysis, diagnostic anatysis. They are
correctly selected and adequately implemented.

4. visualization and presentation of the obtained resutts.
The doctoral student has used a wide range of tools to visualize and summarize

the results in tables, graphs and charts, which allow him to correcfly systematize and
objectively present the results.

ln addition, properly selected, sufficient and adequatety used visualization allowsthe doctoral student to present more clearly and accurately the abstract scientific
statements used in the dissertation.

5. Discussion of the results and used literature.
ln his dissertation work, the doctorat student has studied a major part of the modern

specialized scientific literature in connection with production ,.nrj.rent and the ability
of farmers to add value to their products. opinions of famous authors are commented
and presented, and on their basis the author's understanding of the researched problem
is formed.

The doctoral student defines and uses the terms correcily. Tihomira Radeva
successfully summarizes the state and problems of management practices of Bulgarian
vegetable producers and this gives her the opportunity to formulate specific conclusions
to improve their marketing.

6. Gontributions to the dissertation.
The dissertation "Joint marketing activities for the management of production and

sale of vegetables" contains the fotlowing more significant ideas and solutions.
6.1 Scientific contributions

The essence of the behavior of agriculturat producers is clarified and the factors for
cooperation between them are determined.



A conceptualframework has been developed to assess the cooperation between

farrners in seⅣing the target markets.

丁he advantages andゴ sks of performing ioint markelng acJvtties by farmers have

been identified.

6.2 Scientiflc and applied contributions

Specific productions are analyzed and their econornic results are evaluated in two

models of service on the target rnarket.

Proposals have been made to improve the management capacity in applying a

marketing approach in the activities of vegetable producers.

A model for organizalon and implementalon of joint markeung activ面 es by
vegetable producers has been developed.

l appreciate thern and accepttherra completely.

7.Crittal re‐ marks and questionsロ

Ms. Radeva uses precise, understandable and accurate scientific language,

clearly defines the important concepts for work and structures logica‖ y and consistently

the doctorate.丁herefore, i be‖ eve that this is quite enough for the requlrements of a

doctoral program.ln this regard,l be‖ eve thatitis not necessary to rTlake criticalremarks

or ask questions, although the scientilc process is continuous and there are always

elements that could be irnproved, refined, improved, supplemented and ノor further

developed.

ln this sense,l would only recorYlrnend the candidate to continue his research and

try to publish and pЮ mote his resuls in wo‖ d―famousiournals.

8. Published articles and citations.

ln connection with the dissertation, the doctoral student has published three

artlcles,which is the required rninirllum for obtaining the educationa卜 scientlfic degree of

doctor. Alsoi the total number of publications ensures that the national mlnirnum

requirements are rnet.The doctoral student has participated in international conferences

and has given reports on issues related to the topic ofthe dissertation.

丁he presented abstract obiecuvely relects the structure and content of the

dissertation.

CONCL,uS10N AND P‐ ROPOSAL‐
Based on the difFerent research rnethods learned and applled by the doctoral student,

correctly perforrned experiments,surnrnaries and conclusions,i be‖ eve thatthe presented

dissertation rneets the requirements Of ZRASRB and the Rules ofthe Agrarian University

for its application,which gives rne reason to evaluate it POSI丁 IVE.

ltake the liberty of proposing to the HOnorable Scientific Jury thatit also vote in favor



and award Tihomira Yordanova Radevathe educational and scientific degree "Doctor"
in the scientific specialty "Organisation and Management".
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